Replacing Rear Brake Pads
by BassCliff

As I was driving home from work one night I heard a funny grinding noise when I
stepped on my rear brake. So I didn't use them much on the way home that night
and it's a good thing, as you will see. This pictorial guide documents the
replacement of my rear brake pads on my 1980 Suzuki GS850GT. As always, this
guide is to be used only to familiarize you with the procedure. You must
reference the manual for your motorcycle before attempting any maintenance.
You can see the scoured up rotor in the picture below. I installed a set of EBC
pads for my bike, part number FA36.

The rotor wasn't scoured as badly as it looks and was, in fact, still smooth to the
touch. But you should check the condition of your brake pads before they get as
bad as mine were. You'll see later.
You can use organic pads or sintered pads. The organic pads are a little softer
and don't last as long as sintered pads. But the sintered pads will wear your rotor
faster and probably should not be used at all with a rotor made of grey iron
rather than stainless steel. It has to do with heat and the fatigue strength of
iron rotors. Please do your own research and use what is best for your bike and
riding style.

Let's start with a view of my dirty rear caliper. You can see where the rotor got
scratched up a little from my worn out pads.

Slide a flat screwdriver (or similar) under the plastic cover...

...then pop off the cover, exposing the pads beneath.

You may want to take your screwdriver (or similar) and pry the pads apart to give
you some room to remove (and later install) the pad assemblies.

Next, remove the two stop pins holding the pad support pins in place.

I just used a regular pair of needle nosed pliers.

Once the stop pins are removed you can take out the support pins. Be careful
not to lose the spring clips. These hold the shims on the back side of the pads
and keep the pads in place.

When the support pins are out of the way the pads will slide out the top of the
caliper assembly. This is what my old pads looked like. As you can see, there's no
pad left, only the metal backplate. Oops!

Here is the new pad. I'll be sure to inspect these more often.

While I had the pads out I cleaned up the support pins with some WD40 and gave
them a very light coat of grease. Be careful so that you won't get any lubricant
on the pads themselves. Now let's clip the shims back on with the arrows pointing
forward. This will be the inside pad.

Slide the pad assembly back into the caliper. You may need to use your
screwdriver to carefully push the brake piston to give you more room.

This will be the outside pad. The arrow is pointing forward, clip on the back and
the spring part on the front.

Then slide the outside pad assembly into the caliper thusly.

Next come the support pins. Put the ends of the springs under the support pins.

As you install the other support pin, you may need to use a screwdriver to hold
the spring down below the pin as you slide it in.

Make sure that all the holes are lined up, the springs are under the support pins,
and the support pins are seated in the holes in the back of the caliper. Now it's
time to replace the stop pins.

Here are a couple of pictures of the reassembled pads inside the caliper. A
horizontal view:

A vertical view:

Then we snap the cover back on and we're done.

You may also want to take this time to bleed your brakes, possibly replacing all of
the brake fluid, to make sure there is no air in the lines and you have achieved
positive braking action.
I remind you again to check the manual for your motorcycle before attempting
repairs. This is a general guideline to familiarize you with the procedure and is
not meant to replace a Clymer, Haynes or Suzuki Shop Manual.
Thanks for your efforts in keeping these classic Suzuki GS motorcycles on the
road.
Thank you for your indulgence,
BassCliff

Addendum:
Several friends from The GS Resources Forum have shared their experience and
offered these suggested additions. Please note that the Suzuki Shop Manual
suggests removing the rear caliper when servicing it to allow proper inspection
and cleaning.

From Ms. SqDancerLynn1:

After you remove the cover, spray liberally with brake parts cleaner before pushing the caliper
pistons back.

From Mr. chef1366:

Be careful pulling out the pins or the hold down springs go a-flying.
Don't ask me how I know. I spent a good couple of hours looking for them.

From Mr. Steve:

While I have always tried to find the easy way to do things, sometimes it just makes more sense to
do one extra thing. When changing pads, I like to remove the caliper from the bike so I can inspect
the condition of the caliper pistion. This also gives the opportunity to clean around the piston
before pushing it back past the seals. A rough, dirty surface going past the seals might tear them
while pushing the piston in, then, when the piston approaches that area again, through the course
of normal brake pad wear, it is going to have to try to seal around all those irregularities. If the
piston is showing resistance to being wiped clean, it is best to just remove it from the caliper and
clean it a bit more aggressively. How it is cleaned depends on how dirty it is, but I always use the
minimum necessary to get the job done.

From Mr. hampshirehog:
It just might be worth adding that as you put the new pads in and have to squeeze back the pistons
to do so, you run the risk of the master cylinder over flowing with brake fluid. It shouldn't happen
if the cylinder hasn't been over filled but always worth checking as there's no surer way to ruin any
paintwork.

From Mr. tkent02:

There is a break-in procedure for new pads. There are slightly different procedures for each brand
pads. But basically, get the pads hot by dragging the brake lightly for a few seconds, then hitting
the brake fairly hard from about 50 or 60 mph down to about 10-20 mph, repeated several times.
There is a lot of technical stuff going on about transferring a layer of pad material onto the disk,
heat treating the friction material, etc. This makes the brakes last much longer and stop much
better, keeps the brakes from getting that pulsating feeling we associate with "warped" rotors.
Read the directions with the brake pads you buy. This is especially important with car brakes too.
This article is about car brakes, but the same is true for bikes...
http://www.stoptech.com/tech_info/wp_warped_brakedisk.shtml

Thank you my friends! There are a lot more helpful, friendly rider-mechanics at
http://www.thegsresources.com. Please feel free to stop by for a visit.
Thank you, again, for your indulgence,
BassCliff

